Abstract. The main contribution of this paper is the reformulation of the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem for mobile robots such that the mapping and localization can be treated as two concurrent yet separated processes: D-SLAM (decoupled SLAM). It is shown that SLAM can be decoupled into solving a non-linear static estimation problem for mapping and a low-dimensional dynamic estimation problem for localization. The mapping problem can be solved using an Extended Information Filter where the information matrix is shown to be exactly sparse. A significant saving in the computational effort can be achieved for large scale problems by exploiting the special properties of sparse matrices. An important feature of D-SLAM is that the correlation among landmarks are still kept and it is demonstrated that the uncertainty of the map landmarks monotonically decrease. The algorithm is illustrated through computer simulations and experiments.
Introduction
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) has been the subject of extensive research in the past few years with a number of robotics research groups contributing to make substantial progress in this area (see for example, [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] and the references therein). Traditionally, SLAM uses a state vector incorporating the location of the robot, all the landmarks and maintains the associated full covariance matrix. This, however, leads to a heavy computational burden when solving large scale SLAM problems.
Many researchers have exploited the special structure of the covariance matrix in order to reduce the computational effort required in SLAM. One notable result in the recent past has been that of Thrun et al. [7] which uses the information form of the Kalman filter to exploit the relative sparseness of the inverse of the covariance matrix to reduce the computational effort required in SLAM. Frese [8] provided a proof for the approximate sparseness of the information matrix. However, Eustice et al. [9] demonstrated that the process of sparsification proposed in [7] leads to inconsistent estimates.
In a recent development, Eustice et al. [10] show that the inclusion of the robot trajectory in the form of past robot poses in the state vector leads to an exactly sparse information matrix. The resulting Exactly Sparse Delayed State Filter (ESDSF) provides clear computational advantages when a view-based map representation is used. In the example presented the "map" is not represented within the state vector and is therefore not directly updated.
Another way to reduce the computation complexity is to delete the robot in the map state vector. A variety of attempts have been made to achieve this by constructing relative maps using the observation information. For example, Newman [3] introduced a relative map in which the map state contains the relative locations among the landmarks. Csorba et al. [11] and Martinelli et al. [12] have used relative maps where the map state contains distances (and angles) among the landmarks, which are invariants under shift and rotation. The structure of the covariance matrix is kept sparse by maintaining a state vector with redundant elements. As the relationships between these elements are not enforced, for large scale problems the map becomes complex and difficult to use. However, if the constraints that enforce these relationships are applied, the simple structure of the covariance matrix is destroyed, leading to an increased computational complexity [3] .
This paper presents an extension of the decoupled SLAM algorithm, D-SLAM, proposed by the authors in [15] [16] , where SLAM is reformulated as a static estimation problem for mapping and a three dimensional dynamic estimation problem for localization. The landmark locations are maintained using either a compact relative map [15] or an absolute Cartesian map [16] . The new formulation retains the significant advantage of being able to improve the location estimates of all the landmarks from one local observation, yet results in an exactly sparse information matrix with the number of nonzero elements related to the range of the sensor on board the robot. The main assumption in [15] [16] is that the robot can observe at least two previously seen landmarks in each observation. This paper provides a strategy to relax the above assumption by merging a set of observations to construct admissible measurements. An improved localization process based on a local SLAM is also presented.
The paper is organized as follows. The mapping and the localization algorithms in D-SLAM are stated in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. The computational complexity is addressed in Section 4. Section 5 provides simulation and experiments results of D-SLAM algorithm. Section 6 concludes the paper by providing a discussion and addressing future research directions.
Mapping in D-SLAM
In D-SLAM, the robot location is not included in the state vector in the mapping process. The state vector only contains the Cartesian coordinate of the locations of all the observed landmarks:
In order to generate estimates of the landmark locations the following two processes are necessary. (1) A method of recasting the observation vector such that the information about the landmarks that is independent of the robot location can be extracted. (2) A new landmark initialization and update method that does not require the robot location. The following sections provide details of these two processes.
Recasting the measurement vector
Suppose robot observes m ≥ 2 landmarks f 1 , · · · , f m at a particular time where f 1 , f 2 are landmarks that have been previously seen. The raw measurement and the associate Gaussian measurement noise covariance matrix are given by
This measurements can be recast to contain two parts as follows:
. . .
The physical meaning of z rob is the relative angles and distances from the robot to landmarks f 1 , f 2 . The physical meaning of z map is the distance between f 1 and f 2 , d 12 , together with the relative angles and distances from the landmarks f 3 
It is clear that z map contains information about distances and angles among landmarks that are independent of the robot location and the coordinate system. The two measurement vectors z rob and z map are correlated and the associated measurement noise covariance matrices, R rob and R map respectively, are not diagonal although these matrices can be easily computed.
Mapping using information relating landmark locations
The idea for mapping in D-SLAM is the following. (i) When robot is stationary at the starting point, the raw measurement and the robot starting location are used to initialize and update the landmarks location estimates. (ii) Once the robot moves, two previously seen landmarks and the recast observation z map will be used to initialize and update landmarks.
After the robot moves, the measurement model is (assume f 1 , f 2 are previously seen landmarks, recall that the state vector X is given in (1))
where H map (X) is given by the last 2m − 3 formulas in equation (3) by substituting x i ,ỹ i with the absolute locations of the landmarks x i , y i (i = 1, · · · , m). w map is the new measurement noise whose covariance matrix R map can be computed by (2), (3), and (4). The mapping problem can now be solved as a linearized minimum mean square error problem. Let i(k) represent information vector and I(k) be the associated information matrix. The state vector and the information vector are related through
The procedure for using the measurements z map to update the information vector and the information matrix is as follows:
where ∇H map is the Jacobian of the function H map with respect to all the states evaluated on the current state estimationX(k).
Construction of admissible measurements
To be admissible in the mapping algorithm outlined in the previous section, observation vectors need to satisfy the following condition.
Definition. An observation made at a particular point is called admissible if it contains at least two previously seen landmarks. Figure 1 shows an example where robot observes two old landmarks f 1 , f 2 and two new landmarks f 3 , f 4 at point P 1 , but it only observes one landmark f 5 at point P 2 and one other landmark f 6 at point P 3 . Later on at point P 4 , it observes landmarks f 5 , f 6 , f 7 . Thus the observations at P 2 and P 3 are not admissible. It is, however, possible to combine the measurements made from different points to generate new admissible measurements as follows. Once it is detected that the observation at point P 2 is not admissible, the update to the map using the observation information from P 1 will be removed. Then a virtual observation from P 2 to f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 will be constructed using the observation from P 1 to f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 and an estimate of the relative motion of the robot from P 1 to P 2 (Figure 1) . The uncertainty associated with this composite observation can be computed using the relevant observation equations and the process and observation uncertainties. The mapping process will proceed as if landmarks f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 , f 5 are observed from P 2 and no observation is made at P 1 . This process is repeated wherever an inadmissible observation is encountered, for example at P 3 . This strategy allows D-SLAM to function where a cluster of landmarks are separated from another cluster of landmarks by a region of "featureless" terrain.
Localization in D-SLAM
In the localization process of D-SLAM, estimates from two approaches are combined to obtain an estimate for the robot location (and local landmarks). One approach is to use a local traditional SLAM. The other is to use the current observation and the map generated in the previous step to solve the kidnapped robot problem. Figure 2 shows a flow-chart illustrating the localization process. 
An estimate of X 1 , · · · , X m1 and the associated covariance matrix are available from the map obtained at time k −1. These together with the part of the measurement vector z old that involves landmarks
can be used to estimate X loc (k). Here H loc contains 2m 1 typical range and bearing observation functions. The estimate of X loc (k) is a low dimensional linearized minimum mean square error problem. This approach does not make use of the process model and therefore is clearly sub-optimal. The alternative is to use a local traditional SLAM process to estimate X loc (k), where only the landmarks in the vicinity of the robot are retained in the state vector. Landmarks are removed from the state vector once they are not visible from the robot. When a previously deleted landmark is re-observed, the landmark is reinitialised and is treated as a new landmark. This is effectively a SLAM-aided dead reckoning process which provides a much better robot location estimate than that obtained using dead-reckoning alone.
Which of the two estimates is more accurate depends on the prevailing circumstances. Local SLAM estimate is optimal, until the robot closes a loop by revisiting a previously traversed region of the map. The kidnapped robot solution will be superior when loop closures are present. Fusing the outcomes of the two localization processes will result in a better estimate. However, these two estimates for the robot location are correlated. Therefore, it is necessary to combine these estimates using a strategy, for example covariance intersection (CI) [14] , that facilitates combining two correlated pieces of information, when the extent of correlation itself is unknown (see Figure 2) .
The robot location computed is sub-optimal and is correlated to the map. These correlations do not affect the mapping process as the observation used for mapping, z map , is independent of the robot location. However, as information about the robot location is not exploited in the mapping process, estimate of the map will also be suboptimal.
Computational complexity
A key feature of D-SLAM is that the information matrix in the mapping process is exactly sparse, and this reduces the computation cost significantly.
Since the measurement z map only involves a small fraction of the total number of landmarks, the matrix ∇H (7) is sparse with the elements relating to the landmarks that are not present in the measurement vector being exactly zero. This can be easily seen by the fact
In a typical sensor where the sensor range is finite, the observations only relate landmarks that are close to each other. Therefore, if landmark i and landmark j are not visible simultaneously from the robot, the measurement z map will never contain both f i and f j . As the information matrix update involves a simple addition, the elements relating to i and j in the information matrix will remain exactly zero. Thus, in a large scale map, a significant portion of the information matrix will be exactly zero, resulting in an exactly sparse information matrix.
Let N be the size of the map. The storage requirement is O(N ) because the information matrix is sparse with non-zero elements O(N ). Localization step in D-SLAM requires updating a state vector containing only constant number of elements, thus computational cost is O (1) . Mapping in D-SLAM is formulated in the information form where the update step is a O(1) time process and the prediction step, the computationally demanding stage of an information filter, does not exist. For data association, locations as well as the uncertainty of the landmarks in the vicinity of the robot are required. The vicinity here is defined in terms of the range of the sensor used and contains only O(1) landmarks.
The major computational cost of D-SLAM is due to the need for recovering the state vector containing the landmark locations and the related parts of the covariance matrix, which are required for localization and data association. The state vector can be recovered by solving a sparse linear equation (6) . The desired columns of the covariance matrix can also be obtained by solving a constant number of sparse linear equations. Since good initial guesses are available for the linear equations (the previous estimation is a good initial guess for state vector, zero vectors are good initial guesses for the columns of covariance matrix), few iterations are enough for iterative method (for example, Preconditional Conjugate Gradient method) to converge to the solutions. Thus the computation cost for the recovery is O(N ). The multigrid algorithm proposed in [13] may also be an efficient method for the recovery. Overall cost of D-SLAM is, therefore, O(N ).
Evaluation of D-SLAM

Experimental Evaluation with a Pioneer robot in an office environment
The Pioneer 2 DX robot was used for the experimental implementation. This robot is equipped with a laser range finder with a field of view of 180 degrees and an angular resolution of 0.5 degree. Twelve laser reflectors were placed in a 8 × 8m
2 area and the Player software was used to control the robot and collect sensor data.
Matlab implementation of D-SLAM was used to process the data and compute the robot and landmark locations. Nearest neighbour algorithm was used for data association and for comparison, robot and landmark locations were also obtained using the traditional full SLAM algorithm. Although the robot localization estimates are conservative compared to traditional SLAM, the new algorithm provided a much superior estimate to that presented in [16] .
Evaluation of D-SLAM in simulation with a large number of landmarks
A more complex simulation experiment with larger number of landmarks was conducted to further evaluate D-SLAM and demonstrate its properties. The environment used is a 40 meter square with 196 landmarks arranged in uniformly spaced rows and columns. The robot starts from the left bottom corner of the square and follows a random trajectory, revisiting many landmarks and closing many loops as seen in Figure 4 (a). A sensor with a field of view of 180 degrees and a range of 5 meters is simulated to generate relative range and bearing measurements between the robot and the landmarks. Figure 4 (c) shows all the non-zero elements of the information matrix in black after reordering. It is clear that this matrix is sparse as there are 7312 non-zero elements and 68864 exactly zero elements. The blocks diagonal terms are due to landmarks in close vicinity observed together and the off diagonal terms are due to loop closures where a previously seen landmark is re-observed some time later. Reordering the information matrix, so that indices of the nearby landmarks are adjacent, results in the banded matrix. This matrix demonstrates the fact that only the nearby landmarks are linked in the information matrix.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, a new decoupled SLAM algorithm: D-SLAM, is described. While the localization and mapping are performed simultaneously, mapping and localization are separated processes. The significant advantages gained are that there is no prediction step for the mapping, the information matrix associated with mapping is Although the robot location is not incorporated in the state vector used in mapping, correlations between the landmarks are still preserved. Thus the location estimates of all the landmarks are improved using information from one local observation.
In D-SLAM, however, the knowledge about the robot location is not exploited in the mapping process and this results in some information loss. An analysis based on a linear one-dimensional model as well as 2-D simulations demonstrated that the information loss depends on the ratio between the sensor noise and the process noise. The larger the ratio, the less amount of information lost. Further analytical work to quantify the extent of information loss is currently underway.
Additional work is necessary to further reduce the computation effort by exploring the possibilities of using D-SLAM in conjunction with the submap idea (e.g. [5] ). Investigations in these directions together with a large scale experiment using Victoria Park data set [17] are currently in progress. Further work is required to compare D-SLAM with the recent developments in view-based SLAM [10] . Examination of the relationship between D-SLAM with the FastSLAM algorithm where particles are used to represent the possible robot trajectories will also be interesting.
